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ends of the earth. He knows them by name and adds details
to Homer's vague reference to the " lordly Mare-Milkers ",l
such as that " they have waggons for their homes ".2 He
enumerates the Black Sea rivers 3: Sangarios, and " Istros'
noble stream ", and Phasis, through which the crew of Argo
brought their ship into the outer deep — the "stream of
Ocean " that encompasses all the lands.4 So also at Corinth,
Eumelos the Bakchiad poet, naming his (three) Muses after
rivers, called one of them by the name of the far-off Dnieper,,
Borysthcnis.5 Westward too, Hesiod has heard of the " Great
Cape " Peloros,6 of the Sicilian Straits, of the " Quail Island ",
Ortygia,7 where the great city of Syracuse was to rise, and of
Mount Etna.8 And there is an amusing piece of garbled
geography in his mention of two children of Odysseus and
Kirke : " Agrios—' Wild Man '—and Latinos, who reigned
over all the famed Tyrrhenians, very far off in the midst of
the holy isles."9 It is the first appearance in Greek literature
of the Etruscans, and the first appearance in any writing of
the Latin name. The knowledge of the farther West is clearly
much more hazy than that of eastern Sicily. Italy is thought
to be an archipelago, as America was for a generation after
Columbus (in both cases the first settlers settled on islands)
and the lines about Tyrrhenia would have made the lords
of central Italy indignant. Latinos, King of Etruria,
forsooth!
To the south-east Hesiod's knowledge is much fuller j
as is natural, for with the Levant even in the darkest age,
touch had never quite been lost. Homer knows of Sidon,10
of Egypt with its mighty river,11 of Egyptian Thebes with
its vast wealth; his do-nothing Lotos-Eaters are plausibly
localized in Cyrenaica, with its date-palms and its fertile soil j
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